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We present the complete structure of extended conformal supergravlty for N ~< 4. The relation 
with the graded algebra SU(2, 2iN) and with the multlplet of currents is &scussed. The N = 4 
superconformal theory has a formulation with local SU(4) x U(1) and rigid SU(1, 1) mvarlance. We 
give the linearized mvariant actions for all N. For N = 2 we exhibit the complete non-hnear 
lagrangian. 
1. Introduction 
Conformal  supergravi ty  has a higher degree of symmetry  than any other  field 
theory that is present ly  known. Its classical 'action is invariant under  conformal  
t ransformat ions,  aswell as under  two different kinds of supersymmetry ,  cal led Q and 
S supersymmetry .  For  extended supergravity we have N independent  invariances of 
both types. Fur thermore  the geometry  of these theor ies implies the presence of chiral 
U(N)  as an extra invariance. Nevertheless,  not much is known about  the structure of 
the extended theories.  For  N = 1 and 2 the field representat ions and transformat ion 
rules have been given [1-3],  but the complete invariant lagrangian has only been 
constructed for N = 1 [1]. Beyond N = 2 no field representat ions are known. 
In this paper  we study extended conformal  supergravity with N ~ 4. In view of the 
difficulties for higher N, which we discuss below, this implies that we give a complete  
t reatment  of all superconformal  theor ies of the convent ional  type. An  early account 
of our  work  has a l ready been given elsewhere [4]. Our  study is not pr imar i ly  
mot ivated by the hope that conformal  theories are direct ly re levant  o the descr ipt ion 
of e lementary  part ic les and their interactions, a l though this remains an interest ing 
avenue for future research. A t  present  the importance of superconformal  gravity 
stems from the fact that it can be used to gain a deeper  and more  systematic insight 
into the structure of Poincar6 and de Sitter supergravity theories.  This has been fully 
demonst ra ted  for N = 2 supergravity,  where superconformal  methods were used to 
construct and explore a var iety of supergravity theories [4, 5]. 
1 Present address' Instltuut voor Theoretlsche Natuurkunde, P.O Box 800, Gronmgen, The Nether- 
lands. 
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It seems doubtful that superconformal gravity will exist for N > 4*. Already in [6] 
it was observed that the lagrangian of conformal supergravity will contain the 
standard kinetic terms for the SU(N) and U(1) gauge fields, and that beyond N = 4 
those terms will occur with opposite signs [for N = 4 the U(1) field is absent]. These 
signs are intrinsically related to the graded SU(2, 2 IN) algebras. Another indication 
that drastic changes take place beyond N = 4 is provided by the off-shell counting 
arguments presented in [7]. In that work it was argued that Poincar6 supergravity 
theories hould contain auxiliary fields that are able to generate states with spin s > 2. 
These fields occur in the superconformal l grangian as dynamical fields, so that the 
same difficulties will arise as in the Poincar6 theory with N > 8**. To evade the 
higher-spin fields one could assume the presence of off-shell central charges in the 
supersymmetry algebra; such a formulation has been proposed in [9]. However, 
central charges are incompatible with the U(N) symmetry of the conformal theories, 
so this option seems excluded. 
The first step in the construction ofsuperconformal gravity is to find the underlying 
field representation together with the linearized transformation rules. For N = 1 the 
theory contains only the gauge fields of SU(2, 211) subject o certain constraints [1]. 
But for higher N conformal supergravity will contain matter fields, so that the 
relation with the graded SU(2, 2IN) algebras can no longer be exploited to derive the 
full conformal theory. Instead one must follow a different approach. In this paper we 
have chosen to deduce linearized conformal supergravity from the multiplet of 
currents [10, 11], which we shall present here for N=4.  This supermultiplet 
deserves ome interest in its own right, since it forms an important ingredient in 
recent attempts to construct aphenomenologically viable unification scenario based 
on supergravity [12]. Conformal supergravity is still related to the graded 
SU(2,2IN) algebras, and the precise relationship is pointed out in the text. 
Furthermore, we shall show in detail how conformal supergravity can also be 
represented in terms of the Weyl multiplet [13]. This multiplet is a chiral superfield 
subject o certain supersymmetric estrictions. Part of these restrictions coincide with 
the Bianchi identities for the SU(2, 2 IN) gauge-field curvatures. Knowledge of the 
Weyl multiplet allows the immediate construction of the linearized superconformal 
lagrangian. The relation between the superconformal fields and those of the 
extended Poincar6 theories can then be deduced by making use of off-shell counting 
arguments [4]. The Weyl multiplet is also expected to represent he on-shell 
structure of extended Poincar6 supergravity (see for instance ref. [14]). In that 
context it plays a role in the discussion of on-shell invariant counterterms [13, 15]. In 
connection with the Weyl multiplet we also pay attention to the preservation of 
* The upper limtt of N = 4 for extended conformal supergravlty was first conjectured by Gell-Mann 
(unpubhshed) 
** The difficulty of finding interacting field theories for higher spins has been emphasized m [8], see also 
references quoted therein 
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chirality for superfields. The latter is no longer obvious for higher-N supergravity 
theories. 
The linearized results for conformal supergravity can be extended to the full 
theory by means of iteration. However, it is advantageous to do this in a formulation 
which exhibits the highest possible degree of invariance. Therefore we first construct 
a new version of N = 4 conformal supergravity which is manifestly symmetric under 
an extra local U(1) and rigid SU(1, 1) group. In this formulation the complete 
non-linear results are obtained after a finite number of iterations. In this way we find 
the superconformal transformations and the corresponding algebra which are 
presented in the text. In principle, these results allow the construction of the full 
superconformal l grangian for N ~< 4. We have not attempted to do this here. Instead 
we present some explicit results for N = 2 conformal supergravity. We discuss the 
N = 2 Weyl multiplet including all non-linear modifications. The invariant action is 
then obtained by making full use of the existing multiplet calculus for N = 2 
supergravity [3, 4, 16, 17]. 
This paper is organized as follows. We present he linearized results in sects. 2 and 
3. Sect. 2 discusses the relation of conformal supergravity with the SU(2, 2 IN) 
algebra nd the multiplet of currents. Sect. 3 introduces the Weyl multiplets, and the 
superconformal l grangians. The full non-linear transformations are given in sect. 4. 
The Weyl multiplet and the lagrangian for N = 2 are constructed toall orders in sect. 
5. Sect. 6 gives our conclusions. There are two appendices. Appendix A contains a
discussion of the N = 4 multiplet of currents. Appendix B gives a derivation of some 
invariance properties of massive supermultiplets. 
2. Linearized conformal supergravity 
Conformal and superconformal gravity can be formulated as the gauge theory of 
the (super)conformal algebra SU(2, 2 IN) [6, 18]. Here N specifies the number of 
TABLE 1 
Generators and corresponding gauge fields of the superconformal group 
Superconformal g uge symmetries Gauge fields 
4 translations P e,. ab 
6 Lorentz rotations M to~, 
1 dilatation D b. 45 
4 conformal boosts K ca 
4N supersymmetnes Q qt~,' } 24N 
4N special supersymmetries S 4~.' 
N 2 - 1 chlral SU(N) C V~.' I 3(N 2 - 1) 
1 chiral U(1) A A. 3 
The numbers m the right-hand column denote the degrees of freedom 
represented by the gauge fields. The U(1) symmetry is absent inthe case of N = 4 
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independent Q-supersymmetry generators of this graded algebra. Choosing N = 0 
corresponds to conformal gravity (the Weyl theory), and 1 ~< N ~< 4 to (extended) 
conformal supergravity. The algebra SU(2, 2IN) contains the generators of the 
conformal group SU(2, 2), of both ordinary and special supersymmetry, and of chiral 
U(N) or SU(N). (For N = 4 the graded algebra does not imply the U(1) subgroup of 
U(4).) We have presented these symmetry generators with their corresponding 
gauge fields in table 1. 
The transformation rules for the superconformal gauge fields follow straight- 
forwardly from the algebra. We give the transformations under Q and S super- 
symmetry, dilatations (D), special conformal transformations (K), and chiral U(1) 
transformations, with corresponding parameters e', ~', AD, Ar  ~ and AA : 
8eu ~ = -Aoe ,  a + (g'YaO~, + h.c.), 
60,)pab - - [a  b] . . . .  b .  +h.c . )+, r ,  ~b = er r  e .  - te tr 0. ,  t~u,. ~r ~7, + h .c . ) ,  
a a 1 - t  1 - -  t 
~(0~, n, + , 6b u = OuAD +Ax eu +y(e ¢u, +h.c . ) -  b.c.) 
8f9  = ~,,AK" + ao fu"  + ½( 0"~¢~,  + h.c.), 
8 ' , a , . 4 - N  , 
Ou = 2~ue - 2AD~bu -- Tun '  -- l - -~- -AAOu , 
, , 1 , a , 4 - N  , 
&b,  = 2~un + ~ADCu -- 2fu yae + AKaraOu ' + i~AaCu , 
1 6' k 6Vff ,  = g'&u,-~9"-ff ~7, -~ ,(g ¢,,k --~uk*/k)--h.c., 
6.4 u = i(g'&u, - h.c.) - i(t#u'r/, - h.c.) + O~,AA . 
(2.1) 
We have used a chiral SU(N) notation [17], where Off, &u,, e'  and rt, have positive 
chirality and transform according to the defining N-dimensional representation f 
SU(N); 0u,, &,', e, and rt' have negative chirality and transform according to the 
conjugate representation. The derivative @u is covariant with respect to Lorentz and 
chiral (S)U(N) transformations and dilatations. The curvatures corresponding tothe 
gauge fields have been listed in table 2. 
The gauge fields of SU(2, 2 IN) also transform under general coordinate trans- 
formations, which are not related to the SU(2, 2 ]N) transformations. This is because 
the SU(2, 2IN) symmetries have been treated so far as an "internal" symmetry 
group, i.e., as symmetries that do not act on space and time (although their parameter 
values are not necessarily the same at each space-time point). This is the reason why 
the commutator of two supersymmetry transformations does not yield a general 
coordinate transformation, but a P transformation. Hence we do not have a 
supersymmetry algebra of the conventional type, and for this reason the numbers of 
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TABLE 2 
Curvatures of the graded SU(2, 2 IN) algebra 
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R~,~', (V)  
ab ac cb ¢ [a b ] .  l[.~. ~ ab~ - - .  =Ob, to~ ] -to[u top] -1[~ e~] ~-~tv, b,o" q,.], +n.c ), 
a a 1 - -  l = a[,,b~]-[[,, e~ l -~(~0[,, ,b~], +h c.), 
= ~e,[~] ° - ¼~E/v"~l,, 
t 1 t 
= ...,@t..~O~] - ~ 'y t , , , /~ , , ] ,  
1 - t =a[.A~]-~t(O[,~ &,.], -h .c  ) , 
= a[, V~]' I - Vt,'k Vf~l - ½(6t,"/'~, - (1/N)8',~t,f~lk - h.c ). 
bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom of the SU(2, 2 IN)  gauge fields are not 
equal (see table 1). 
To convert the P transformations into general coordinate transformations 
requires imposing constraints. For instance, it is easy to show that a P transformation 
on the (vierbein) field e, a coincides with a general coordinate transformation 
combined with some of the remaining symmetries of SU(2, 2 IN)  if the curvature 
R (P) is set to zero. However, on imposing this constraint the gauge field oJ, ab ceases 
to be an independent field, and is fully determined in terms of other gauge fields. In 
principle one could now investigate whether it is possible to require that P trans- 
formations can be expressed in terms of the other transformations in a uniform 
manner on all gauge fields. This will lead to further constraints, which may again 
determine some of the gauge fields. For instance, for N = 0 one can show that P 
transformations become dependent on other symmetries, provided one imposes one 
more constraint to determine the conformal gauge field/ca. The most obvious choice 
for this constraint is 
R~ ab (M)e  v b = O, (2.2) 
However, we emphasize that this constraint is rather arbitrary; any constraint that 
determines )ca is sufficient. 
This argument may be continued to higher N, but the constraints will become too 
strong to allow for supergravity! To resolve this one recognizes that a uniform 
conversion of P transformations into general coordinate transformations is no longer 
the crucial point. The presence of the constraints has caused essential changes in the 
underlying geometry of the theory. This is so because the constraints determine 
certain gauge fields in an algebraic way without preserving the SU(2, 2 IN)  invari- 
ances. Therefore the transformations of these fields will differ from (2.1) and because 
of that the original algebra will change. These changes are more involved than just a 
straightforward conversion of P into general coordinate transformations, and in the 
general case it is known that the algebra of gauge transformations will no longer 
close. This shows that the original gauge field representation is too small for 
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generating a supersymmetry algebra of the conventional type*. To find a complete 
multiplet of fields and the corresponding superconformal gebra in its linearized 
form is therefore the first step in the construction of superconformal gravity. This 
requires the use of a different method such as the one we discuss below. Notwith- 
standing the above complications it remains extremely useful to formulate the 
superconformal theory in terms of SU(2, 2tN)  gauge fields and transformations. 
However, it turns out that the P transformations will no longer play a role in the 
algebra that we ultimately obtain. Therefore, they will be discarded henceforth. 
Before discussing a complete multiplet of fields for extended conformal super- 
gravity we present he curvature constraints for the SU(2, 2 IN)  gauge fields. It is 
known from N = 1 and 2, that w,, ab, f a and ~,,' are to be determined by constraints 
[1, 3]. We make the following choice: 
/~,,~a (P) = 0, (2.3) 
l~ j~b(M)e Vb = 0,  (2.4) 
V"/~,,j (O) = 0. (2.5) 
Other choices of constraints, uch as the ones presented for N = 1, 2, are related to 
these ones by field redefinitions. We have used the notation/~ to indicate that the 
curvatures in (2.3)-(2.5) will contain extra covariantizations induced by 
modifications of the transformation laws. 
The constraints (2.3)-(2.5) lead to further restrictions on the curvatures if one 
makes use of the SU(2, 2IN) Bianchi identities. The following useful identities, 
which are not independent, can be derived in that way: 
/~t,,,(D) = 0, (2.6) 
e aecdt~cdbe (M) = 0,  (2.7) 
l?abCd (M) = l~ca "b (M) , (2.8) 
1 cd  ^ ~eab eefghRcdgh(M) l~abef(M), (2.9) 
e cdefDbDal~e? b (M) = 0, (2.10) 
l~,~b ~(g  ) = Oe l~ab ec (M)  , (2 .11)  
e"bCdDbRca(A) =0, (2.12) 
e "bCaDbl~d', (V) = 0, (2.13) 
^ t 1 abcd  ~ tec ,  x D~R,~b (Q)= -~e y~,t%d ta) ,  (2.14) 
l~ab'(O) A , +R,~b (Q) = 0,  (2.15) 
^ ! ^ l 
gab (S)--Rab (S) = 2.Dinah'(Q), (2.16) 
* We have presented a counting argument for general N in [4] The same argument was used for N = 1 in 
the second work of [1] 
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O'~bl~b ' (S) = O, (2.17) 
e abCdDb/~cd' (S) = 0. (2.18) 
The derivatives in (2.6)-(2.18) are covariant with respect o all the symmetries that 
were discussed previously (except P transformations). However, for the non-linear 
theory some of these identities have modifications, which we shall discuss in sect. 4. 
We have argued that the field representation f the SU(2, 2 IN) gauge theory is too 
small in the presence of the curvature constraints. One way to find the complete field 
representation is by constructing the supermultiplet of currents for a conformally 
invariant matter field theory with rigid supersymmetry [10, 11]. The obvious 
candidate for this is the N = 4 Yang-Mills theory [19]; we shall discuss this theory 
and the corresponding multiplet of currents in appendix A. Other methods for 
constructing the field representation f conformal supergravity will be discussed in 
the next section. Conformal supergravity with N <4 can be readily obtained by 
reduction from the N = 4 theory. 
The multiplet of currents for N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory contains 
the energy-momentum tensor 0.., the supersymmetry currents J.', and the chiral 
SU(4) currents, which are the Noether currents of translations, supersymmetry 
transformations, and chiral SU(4) transformations, respectively. These currents are 
bilinear in the fields, and if the latter satisfy their field equations they are conserved 
because of the invariance of the theory under the corresponding transformations. 
Supersymmetry further extends this set of currents to a full supermultiplet of bilinear 
operators. The relation of the multiplet of currents to the SU(2, 2 [4) gauge fields 
becomes clear when one envisages the coupling of the Yang-Mills theory to 
supergravity. The currents will couple to the gauge fields e. a, 0. '  and V.' 1. The fields 
~o. ab, f.~ and O.' are not independent, as is expressed by the constraints (2.3)-(2.5). 
When this is taken into account their couplings correspond to form-conserved 
improvement terms that can be added to the currents to make the energy-momen- 
tum tensor symmetric and traceless (0.~ = 0.. ;  0 . .  = 0) and the supersymmetry 
current traceless (~/"J.' = 0). The invariance of the full theory under Lorentz 
transformations, dilatations and S supersymmetry is then reflected in the above 
restrictions on the currents. 
From the multiplet of currents one may construct a corresponding supermultiplet 
of fields. One first assigns a field to each component of the current multiplet, and 
forms a generalized inner product of field and current components. This inner 
product is required to be supersymmetric, from which one derives the transformation 
properties of the field supermultiplet. The field supermultiplet contains the gauge 
fields e~, ~, ~b~,' and V.j' and matter fields: fermionic fields A, and X'~k, and bosonic 
fields C, E,. T~b '~ and D'lkt. The next step is to make the other gauge fields of 
SU(2, 2IN) explicit in the transformation rules. This is done straightforwardly b  
re-expressing derivatives on e~. ~, 0. '  and V.', in terms of the SU(2, 2IN) curvatures, 
using the explicit expressions for w~, ab, f a and O.' as given by the curvature 
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constraints (2.3)-(2.5). At this point we find that apart from the matter fields the 
structure of the transformation rules agrees with (2.1). However, the dilatational 
gauge field b~, is still lacking; because of conformal invariance the Yang-Mills fields 
do not couple to b,,. Therefore, this field is reinstated by hand, by making derivatives 
covariant with respect to dilatations and by choosing its transformation rules 
according to (2.1). The S-supersymmetry ansformations of the matter fields follow 
from the calculation of the [Q, K]  commutator, where one has to introduce super- 
covariant derivatives in their Q-supersymmetry transformations. In doing so one 
chooses these fields inert under K transformations. The consistency of this assump- 
tion is checked a poster ior i  by calculating the IS, S] commutator. 
We have thus found the field representation for N = 4 conformal supergravity with 
the linearized transformation laws. We give these transformations for Q and S 
supersymmetry: 
8C= 
8A,  = 
BE,, = 
~ 'A , ,  
2DCe,  + E~e ~ + e,lktO'" Tk le  I , 
g( ,DAI)  - -k  mn e X ( ,et )kmn + ~(,A, ) ,  
8D Ukl 
8e.  ~ = 
- 1 t lk l -  1 t l k l -  
•Tab  '1 = g[ 'Rab l ] (Q)  + e kO'abXqk + 5E EkmO'abAt  - -  ~E ~kOrab J l t ,  
8X "k = --or. T"~-ek - - -~ bkO" " T']t  Det  - o'. R E'k ( V)e  '] - ½6['kO ". R ' l t  ( V )e '  
1 lllmr~r-~ 
- -  ~E l~l~.klE m + O 'k le  l 
+o ' '  T%lk  +½8bkO "" TI]t~h ! ~lt,,,,-. - -  2E lY, klTIm , 
- -2g[ 'DXt ]k t  + ¢~[t[kgmD,)( I ]ml ] + h.c., 
g,ya~,  +h.c.,  
z 1 t 1 z 2(O,,e +~b~,e V f f ) - c r  " ' - • T y , ,e ,  - %, r t  - -  ~09 ~ " O 'E  
t - t  t le,~ -k ,  -- i 1 z -- k 
8V~, , = e dp m + gkyu~ X kl -~o  le O~,k - -~ ,  ~11 + g6 itflg rlk -h .c . ,  
8btx  1 - ,  1 - t =~e O~, - ~t#~, r/ +h.c. 
(2.19) 
We have listed the various fields with their algebraic restrictions in table 3. Their 
transformations under local dilatations are characterized by a Weyl weight factor w. 
In addition the transformations (2.19) are compatible with a rigid chiral U(1) 
symmetry, which is characterized by a chiral weight factor c. Both weights are 
included in table 3. 
Hence we have found the field representation f the N = 4 superconformal theory. 
The supermultiplet contains 128+128 degrees of freedom. Our construction 
guarantees that the superconformal gauge transformations have a closed algebra in 
the linear approximation. Finding the full non-linear transformations and the 
superconformal lgebra will be the subject of sect. 4. 
E. Bergshoeff et al. / Extended conformal supergravtty 
TABLE 3 
Fields of N = 4 conformal supergrawty 
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Field Type Restrictions SU(4) w c 
C boson complex 1 0 -2  
1 3 A, fermlon ysA, = A, 4 ~ - 
E,I boson E,j =El,; complex 10 1 -1 
Tab" boson Tab" = -- Tba '~ = - T J '  , 6 1 -1 
l cd tl II ~eab Tea =-Tab 
,~ll k fermlon "y5X~lk = Xt lk ,  XZlk = --XlZk ; 20 2 a -2 !
X'~ = 0 
1 titan pq D'~kt boson DUkl  = 4e eklr~D ,.. ; 20 2 0 
Dkl  u ~ (ok lu )*  = DUk l ,  
g t lk l  = --Ot~kl = --DI l lk ~ 
D tlkl = 0 
e~." boson vlerbem 1 - 1 0 
z ~ t 1 ¢st. fermion 3~stb. = tbt. ; gravltlno 4 -~ -3 
V.', boson V.,' --- ( V.',)* = - V~,',, 15 0 0 
V,.', = O; SU(4) gauge field 
b~ boson ddatational gauge field 1 0 0 
We have indicated the various algebraic restrictions on the fields, thew representation 
assignments, and Weyl and chiral weight factors. 
3. Linearized Weyl multiplet and superconformai actions 
Original ly superconformal  actions have been obta ined by using the geometr ic  
approach out l ined in [20]. This program has been carr ied through complete ly  for 
N = 1 [1], and for arb i t rary N there have been some attempts to exhibit  that part  of 
the act ion that fol lows from the SU(2, 2 IN) algebra [6]. With our choice of 
constraints the gauge-f ie ld part  of the act ion fol lows rather  directly. We start f rom an 
action constructed from SU(2, 2 IN)  curvatures ubject  to (2.3)-(2.5).  The most 
general  action invariant under  di latat ions has only four terms. It has the form 
1 tx~,po" ab cd 1 t~votr -- t 
~=ge R . .  (M)Rp~ (M)eabcd--~e (R .~(Q)Rp~, (S) -h .c . )  
+eR, / ,  ( V )R  '~', (V )  - ~ -  eR ,~ (A  )R  ~ (A  ) , (3.1) 
where we have chosen relat ive coefficients in such a way that this lagrangian is 
invar iant under  S supersymmetry.  To show this one must make use of the constraints 
(2.3)-(2.5).  A l though we do not have the same constraints, eq. (3.1) is still in 
agreement  with the results of [6]. Not ice that the coefficient of the term quadrat ic  in 
R,v(A)  changes ign for N = 4, a fact that we have al luded to in sect. 1. 
However ,  beyond N = 1 it is difficult to complete  this program because the 
superconformal  theor ies contain matter  fields. As an alternat ive one may consider 
the supermult ip let  of gauge covar iant components  of the superconformal  field 
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representations [13]. For N~<4 this multiplet can be represented by a chiral 
superfield, which we denote by W(z" ,  0'). We will discuss the case of N = 4; lower N 
theories can be obtained by means of suitable truncations. The Weyl multiplet 
W(z  ~', 0') is a Lorentz scalar for N = 4; it is a generalization of the Weyl multiplets 
that are known for lower N, where W is a Lorentz tensor. 
Apart from the chiral constraint 
DkW(z  ~', 0') = 0,  (3.2) 
with 
0 0 
D'  =-- --=-+ y~O' - -  
O0, Ox" ' 
z "  = x ~" + ff'y"O, , (3.3) 
one must impose an additional constraint: 
j~ lOrabOl l~ko .abOl  w 1 -m n -p  ab q , .  = gg~lmnEklpqO OrabD D or D W (3.4) 
We have used the same chiral notations as in [17]: fermionic superspace coordinates 
0' and covariant derivatives D'  transform according to the defining representation f 
SU(4), and have positive and negative chirality, respectively; the corresponding 
opposite-chirality components have a lower SU(4) index indicating that they trans- 
form according to the conjugate representation. We recall that 0' and D, have chiral 
and dilatational weight factors c = w = - ½ and c = w = + ½, respectively. 
We will now exhibit he relation between the superfield constraints (3.2)-(3.4) and 
the restrictions induced by the curvature constraints and SU(2, 2 IN)  Bianchi 
identities (2.3)-(2.18). The superfield W(z  ~, 0') is decomposed as follows: 
W(z , ,O , )=C+f f ,a ,+½~,O,E , ,±a~,  ,~,T kt T ~ff OrabrJ I ab I~tlkl 
1 --l I -m kl 
"~ 30  OrabO e l l k l (O  Orab)( m + Okl~lab(O) 
3~k0,,1~ t ¢ V ,  1~ . . . .  k, ¼Oko.cdO,t~,,bCd(M)) - -  2 ab m I ) "4- gff  OrabU 1 J  mn - -  
1 "X~ z~l --k l --m n 2 --k l --m A 
--gff  Orabt, (00rabO 0 D,I( klellmn --'~0 0rcdO 00"abRcd(S)e~tk l )  
-t 1 -m n 1 -k p lq 1 k l 
- +30 O'cdO D~DeTed,.n) EqklO O'abO 00rab  0 (if20 0 7qE  emnpq 
1 --t I --k l --m n --p q 1 --p q 2 , 
+~6~lk lO  OrabO 00"cdO 00rabO emnpq(O Crcd[]DA +~0 0"cdO [] C ). 
(3.5) 
This decomposition can be found by straightforward manipulation of the 0-spinors, 
and subsequent identification with the components of the superconformal theory. 
We note some particularly useful identities: 
--I / - -k  1 --t I - -k  
I?,lklO O'abO 00"ac = ~etlklO O'bcO 0 , 
e tlklfftOrabOIOkO'cdOlO n = EtlklOlO'abOlOkO'efOlOnO'cdO'e[ (3.6) 
+ Eqkl~O'efOlffkO'cd 0 IOnO'abOref , 
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which follow from Fierz re-orderings and use of Schouten identities. It is easy to 
verify that W represents indeed all components of the superconformal theory, in 
spite of the fact that (3.5) projects out certain duality and chirality combinations. 
Obviously W contains the matter fields C, A, E, T, X and D, but the decomposition 
(3.5) only implies the presence of the traceless parts of X and D. This is in agreement 
with the multiplet components introduced in the previous section (see table 3). 
Furthermore W only contains the antidual components o f /~(Q)  and/~(S)  with 
positive chirality. In addition these tensors are traceless with respect o contractions 
with T-matrices. A similar situation arises for/~ (M), of which only those components 
appear in (3.5) that are symmetric in index pairs, traceless, and antidual in each index 
pair separately. Again this agrees with the results of the previous ection, where the 
algebraic identities of eqs. (2.3)-(2.18) show that the remaining components either 
vanish or are expressable in terms of other quantities. Finally the components of the 
superconformal multiplet which do not explicitly occur in (3.5) are expressible in 
terms of those which do, by virtue of the same curvature identities (2.3)-(2.18). 
Hence W(z  ~, 0') represents fully the superconformal theory of sect. 2. It is 
obvious from (3.5) that W is not an unrestricted chiral superfield. This is manifest in 
some of the higher-0 components which are expressed in terms of derivatives of 
matter fields whose complex conjugates occur in the lower-0 sector. These restric- 
tions are due to the constraint (3.4), which also imposes further conditions on the 
field D'Ikl and the curvatures/~. An explicit evaluation of (3.4) shows that D must be 
real: 
D,, kt =- (D"kl)* 1 = Dk l  = ~e,l,~,e klpq D mnpq ~1' (3.7) 
and that the curvatures atisfy certain differential identities. These identities and 
(3.7) have indeed their counterpart in the superconformal multiplet introduced in 
sect. 2: the field D satisfies the same reality condition (see table 3), and the curvature 
identities are equivalent to those given in eqs. (2.6)-(2.18). These arguments show 
that an explicit construction of the superfield W subject o the constraints (3.2)-(3.4) 
is an alternative method for finding the field representation of conformal super- 
gravity. 
So far our discussion of superfields and corresponding multiplets has been entirely 
within the context of rigid superspace. Although we do not intend to give a full 
superspace treatment of conformal supergravity here, there is one aspect hat should 
be pointed out. It is known that the geometry of superspace can be such that certain 
multiplets of rigid supersymmetry will no longer exist*. For extended supersymmetry 
with N > 2 this is the case for chiral superfields, as we can already derive from the 
linearized results (2.19). Namely, if one computes the commutator of two Q- 
supersymmetry transformations one finds another Q transformation of the form 
[t~O(el), 8o(e2)] ~ t~O(e ~ = e "kl~lke2lA,).  (3.8) 
* See, for instance, refs [21] 
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One may then try to impose such an algebra on a chiral superfield ~, which is 
decomposed according to 
= A + 0'~O, + 0(02).  (3.9) 
Its lowest-0 component transforms under Q supersymmetry as 
8,4 = ~'0,, (3.10) 
and the commutator of two supersymmetry transformations should yield a Q 
transformation as specified by (3.8). However, A only transforms with supersym- 
metry parameters of positive chirality (this is the defining property of a chiral 
superfield), whereas (3.8) only contains transformation parameters el, and e2, with 
negative chirality. Hence it is not possible to generate the right-hand side of (3.8), 
unless the effect on A of the Q transformation specified by (3.8) vanishes. This 
requires 
/[kOt = AlOk . (3.11) 
Eq. (3.11) is not satisfied unless ~, is proportional to A,, which shows that chiral fields 
are not possible in curved superspace, with the exception of powers of the Weyl 
field W. 
This argument can be formulated irectly in terms of the torsions and curvatures of 
superspace. The Q transformation i  (3.8) shows that the parameter of superspace- 
coordinate transformations ~M has a term linear in O of the form 
~.~M OC e ' lkl(~ek)Ala , (3.12) 
when M is the spinor component of the base manifold with spinor index a and upper 
SU(4) index i (and thus positive chirality; the opposite-chirality component is 
obtained by complex conjugation). From this one derives* that the supervielbein 
EM A with both M (base manifold) and A (tangent space) indices taking spinorial 
values a and/3 with corresponding upper SU(4) indices i and j, respectively, contains 
a term (our notation does not distinguish between M and A spinor indices): 
E~ ''t3' oc e "ktff~kA St. (3.13) 
This shows that certain of the supertorsion components with three spinorial indices 
are proportional to A. This implies that the anticommutator f two covariant 
derivatives has a term proportional to A of zeroth order in 0: 
{De', 15J } ~ 8~t3e "ktAkDt . (3.14) 
In other words, the torsion components are not sufficiently restricted to preserve 
chiral representations. When we reduce these results to N = 3 supergravity they 
agree with those of ref. [23], provided we identify A as the physical spinor field of 
* This is done by systematically identifying the components of superfields tothe results obtained in 
ordinary space. These superfields are thus constructed order-by-order in the Grassmann variables 0 in 
a particular gauge For detads and further eferences, see, for instance, [22]. 
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Poincar6 supergravity. This identification will be motivated later in this section. 
There are similar problems when chiral superfields carry Lorentz indices. The 
reason is that the anticommutator (3.14) has also a contribution of the super- 
curvature of the Lorentz transformations in the tangent space. In zeroth order of 0 
the curvature component with two spinorial indices is proportional to the tensor 
fields Tab '~, and we find in addition to (3.14): 
T l lpab  {D~', l~ J}~ o~t~ab ~ . (3.15) 
Here F ~b denote the generators of the Lorentz transformations. This shows that 
chiral superfields cannot exist in arbitrary representations of the Lorentz group. This 
is relevant for the N = 2 Weyl multiplet which is an antiselfdual Lorentz tensor 
denoted by Wab"(z ~', ok). In that case the chirality is preserved because Lorentz 
transformations of the form (3.15) vanish on Wab '~. The reason is that the lowest-0 
component of Wab '~ is precisely equal to Tab '~ itself. The case N = 2 will be further 
discussed in sect. 5. We caution the reader that, although (3.14) and (3.15) represent 
genuine restrictions on chiral superfields, one should always consider the combined 
effect of all terms on the right-hand side of the anticommutator. For instance, to 
establish that the N = 3 Weyl multiplet has its chirality preserved both (3.14) and 
(3.15) are essential. (The N = 3 Weyl multiplet is a Lorentz spinor with A as its 
lowest-0 component.) 
We now continue our discussion of the linearized superconformal theory. We 
remind the reader that the superconformal transformations are compatible with a 
rigid chiral U(1) invariance. These chiral transformations a  well as dilatations can be 
given directly for W(z" ,  O'). If we denote the parameters of Weyl and chiral 
transformations by ~'o and ~A then W transforms according to 
W (z ~, 0') ~ e- 2';A W ( z ", e-~¢° +'¢A)/2 O') . (3.16) 
Hence W has Weyl and chiral weight factors w = 0 and c = 2. Notice that precisely 
these weights are compatible with the constraint (3.4). 
It is now straightforward to find the invariant action for the linearized supercon- 
formal theory. We take the square of W(z" ,  0'), which is again a chiral superfield, but 
now a general chiral field without restrictions uch as (3.4), with Weyl and chiral 
weights w = 0 and c = 4. Its highest-# component has weight factors w = 4 and c = 0, 
and yields a supersymmetric and chiral invariant: 
I (  W 2) = C~32 C * - ~A'E3DA, + 4DaTab'lDcTcb,, 
1 q 1 tl kl ~ l A -~DaE DaE,, - X"kDxk , ,  +~D k iD  o +gab (Q)Rab, (S )  
1 ^ ~ ^ I I ~ I 
+ ~Rab,  ( V ) (Rab ,  (V )  - ~eabcdRca ,  (V ) )  
1 A cd ^ cd 1 A cd 
+~gab (M)(gab (M)-~eabefge¢ (M)) .  (3.17) 
Its real part is the invariant action for N = 4 conformal supergravity, which is an 
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extension of the lagrangian (3.1). The imaginary part is a total divergence. Contrary 
to (3.1) the result (3.17) is not invariant under S supersymmetry, not even the part 
consisting of squares of curvatures. The reason is that the curvatures occurring in W 
have extra covariantizations, which lead to modified transformation rules under 
supersymmetry. Of course, the variation of higher-order terms in the full nonlinear 
density will cancel the S variations of (3.17). 
It should be possible to find the superconformal theory from an off-shell formula- 
tion of Poincar6 supergravity. This is done by completing the highest-spin 
components of the latter theory into a supermultiplet, hereby introducing extra 
gauge invariances to remove some of the low-spin components. In this way the N = 2 
superconformal theory has been constructed originally [3]. One may then apply the 
off-shell counting arguments of ref. [7]. Namely, one takes the sum of the linearized 
Weyl and Poincar6 supergravity lagrangians: 
= ~w + m2~p, (3.18) 
with m 2 some arbitrary dimensionful constant. This lagrangian describes massive 
and massless states which should combine into supermultiplets. The massless 
supermultiplet coincides with that of the Poincar6 theory. 
However, for N > 2 no off-shell formulations of Poincar~ supergravity exist to 
which these arguments can be applied. But on the other hand the fact that (3.18) must 
generate a massive supermultiplet may provide some information about the N = 4 
Poincar~ theory. Therefore we first discuss the content of the N=4 massive 
supermultiplet. It is known [24] that massive supermultiplets can be classified 
according to antisymmetric tensor representations of Sp(2N). In the context of the 
conformal theory it is desirable to decompose these representations according to the 
chiral SU(N) subgroup of Sp(2N). A general discussion of these invariance proper- 
ties is given in appendix B. Application of these arguments leads directly to the SU(4) 
decomposition of the N = 4 massive supermultiplet presented in table 4. 
We may now compare the SU(N) assignments of the spin states of table 4 with 
those of the superconformal fields listed in table 3. There is a perfect match: the 
spin-2 state and the vierbein field are both singlets, the spin -3 state and the gravitino 
fields are in quartets, the spin-1 states are in the same representations a  the chiral 
TABLE 4 
Sp(8) and SU(4) decomposition f the massive N = 4 
supermultlplet 
Spin Sp(8) SU(4) 
2 1 1 
3 8 4+4 c 
1 27 15+6+6 * 
1 48 20+20 c+4+4 c 
0 42 20+10+10c+1+1 c 
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• 1 SU(N) gauge fields and the tensors Tab", and also the representations of the spm-~ 
states and of the fields X and A coincide, as well as those of the spin-0 states and the 
fields D, E and C. Clearly these fields are directly responsible for generating the 
massive multiplet and it is not difficult to envisage specific mechanisms for generating 
these states in direct analogy to what is known to happen in N = 2 supergravity. We 
have already discussed this elsewhere [4]. Here we only repeat that in order to 
• 1 generate the singlet spin-0 and quartet spm-~ states, the corresponding fields C and 
A are expected to occur in the linearized Poincar6 supergravity lagrangian according 
to 
~-, -[o,,Cf -¼ff'~a,. (3.19) 
This is also expected on dimensional grounds. In combination with the C- and 
A-dependent terms in the conformal lagrangian ZPw [which follows directly from eq. 
(3.17)] this generates indeed the required states of the massive and massless N = 4 
supermultiplets. This analysis implies that C and A should be identified as the 
physical spin-0 and spin-½ fields of N = 4 Poincar6 supergravity, as is already clear in 
eq. (3.19). 
4. Transformations of N = 4 conformal supergravity 
The derivation of the complete transformation rules and the corresponding 
superconformal gebra proceeds by means of an iterative method• One calculates 
the commutator algebra on the basis of the linearized transformations (2.19), and 
then imposes this algebra on the fields• The latter requires the addition of terms of 
higher order in the fields to the transformations, which introduces corresponding 
terms in the algebra. The results of this constructive procedure are rather compli- 
cated• Due to the fact that fields of low Weyl weight are present, many terms are 
possible, and most of them do indeed appear• The situation will improve if one could 
use an alternative formulation with a higher degree of invariance. Indeed we shall 
show that there exists a version of N = 4 conformal supergravity which has a manifest 
rigid SU(1, 1) and an extra local chiral U(1) invariance. This should not come as a 
surprise since the N = 4 Poincar6 theory is known to have this invariance [25, 26]. 
And our first attempts to determine the complete transformation rules showed 
indeed indications for the presence of these symmetries here. 
In this version of the theory the scalar field C corresponds to a certain 
parametrization of the coset space SU(1, 1)/U(1). For Poincar6 supergravity such 
coset spaces have been discussed extensively in [26], and we refer in particular to 
appendix A of this work where part of N = 4 supergravity is worked out. Here we 
only give the construction• We replace C by a doublet of complex fields • = (tPl, ~2), 
which transforms under rigid SU(1, 1), and under chiral U(1) with weight factor 
c = -1 .  This is the same U(1) group that we have introduced previously (see table 3 
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for the chiral weights of the various fields), but now extended to a l oca l  invariance 
group. The field • satisfies the SU(1, 1) x U(1) invariant constraint* 
q0~4~ = 1. (4.1) 
Because of this constraint we can assign an SU(1, 1) transformation to • according to 
_~2 
This makes the relation clear with the coset space SU(1, 1)/U(1). 
The formulation of the previous ections is recovered after a U(1) gauge choice. 
For instance we may impose a reality condition on qb~: 
~1 = ~t ,  (4.3) 
and choose the parametrization 
1 
~ '  = x / i -Z~ ' (4.4) 
C 
~2 ~ ] 2  " 
Both U(1) and SU(1, 1) are broken by (4.3) and we are only left with a rigid U(1) 
symmetry. This symmetry consists of the previous U(1), but now restricted to 
space-time-independent transformations, combined with the diagonal subgroup of 
SU(1, 1) in such a way that (4.3) remains unaffected. This leads precisely to the chiral 
weight factors given in table 3. 
The SU(1, 1)x U(1) invariant formulation offers important advantages. Clearly 
SU(1, 1) invariance prevents non-polynomial modifications, since all invariants 
constructed from 4) are equal to constants. In terms of other fields such modifications 
were already excluded because of positive Weyl weights (some of the gauge fields 
have negative Weyl weights but their presence isalready restricted by corresponding 
gauge invariances). Of course, we should include derivatives on 4) as well, but Da@ 
has positive Weyl weight (w = 1). Hence the completion of the algebra and trans- 
formation rules will require only a few iterations. In fact the extra symmetries already 
determine all the generic terms in the transformations of @ and A. One can easily 
establish that these fields should transform under O supersymmetry as 
8qb~ = -~ 'A ,e~qb ~ , 8qb ~ = g,A 'e ~B qb~ , 
(4.5) 
8A,  = 2e"°~t~crpt je ,  + E , f  + e,lklOr" Tk le  I , 
* SU(1, 1) is the group of 2 × 2 matrices, that leave the metnc 71 = dlag (1, -1)  invanant and that have 
umt determinant. Beside the metric, the Levi-Cwlta tensor e~ 0 is invariant. Elements of SU(1, 1) 
satisfy U -1 = r/U~r/. For doublets • we use the notation 
~ --- n~ (~'~) * = (¢'L -4)*). 
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where we have used the covar iant bilinear expression 
a8 1 - z e"°~,~DarI)a = e ~. .0a~a -~O.A , .  (4.6) 
Under  Q and S supersymmetry  (4.6) transforms as 
8(e~'t3~,~D~,~a) = g'DaA, + ½.4, o- u 1 - ,  -1  1 -, • T yael +~e A,A y,,A 1 -~'1 yaA,, (4.7) 
where the derivatives are now also covar iant  with respect  to local U(1) trans- 
format ions (notice that this covariantization cancels in the definition (4.6)). The 
gauge field of U(1) is not an independent field, and is given by 
1 ~ 1 --t a~ =-~ Ot.qb. (4.8) - ~A y,A, .  
This gauge field has the following variat ions: 
8u~l)a. = iO.A , 
i -  aB t 8oa.  = ~e,y.e @~t~@aA - ¼A'y.e 'E,  1
(4.9) 
1 --t --~euklA y.or.  Tkle I +¼(A'yaA I , -k a - I --8 IA 3' Ak)e,ya@,. -h .c . ,  
8sa.  = 0 .  
The i terat ive procedure  descr ibed above leads to the following Q-supersymmetry  
transformat ions:  
8o0~ = -~ 'A ,e~aO ~ , 
8oA, = 2e'~O~,~t?lqb~e, + Eue'  + euklOr" Tkte ' , 
-k  mn 8oE.  = g<,DAl ) -e  X (lel)kmn -A,A1ek Ak +AkA.e l )  Ak  . 
80Tab `t = ghl~ab']( O ) + gkO'abXkU + 1 e ukl~kOO-abAl 
- ~E['kgl]O'.bA k -- ½e ~agt'O'~b~Dcl)aA d ,  
80X "k = --0"" T'~t~ek -- o'. l~t'k (V )e  11- ~e'lt"DEkte,. 
1 1 r ' , l f t , "  + D ukte - -  geklmnl~, tO r" T~l"e" + (r" T ' "e  11) 
+ ¼EktEtt'ed+ e " "e  "~cI),~DcI)oo" Tktem 
a /1  t l ln  -m 1 t r im -n  \ 1 
+y e.t~e X lk--~e X lk)Tallm 
+ e [' (¼/l'lDAk + ~XkDA ']) 
- tribe C, (½jdy~DbA k -- ¼AkYaDbA 11) (4.10) 
1 t l lm - n - i~e  A, .{SeI(Ek, ,A + 2e,~t3~'~D~t~Ak)-fk(Et, ,A" + 2e,~t~c19'~D~t~At)} 
1 tl - - l  1 [d  -1 ]  -~o ' .  T yae[kA yaA~]+~o'" T "Yae[kA "YaAt] 
+ ¼e ~'A'IA ~AkA, .  - ( traces) ,  
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8oD ' lkl  = -- 2Et'J~X'lk, + ektmn~D {--E']P xmn p + lo ' '  Tmn~A 'l 
+l l~, l ]ml~,nPA ±1_  aB.,.h r'~...h Amr ' , l ]n -  1 6"=, 1=, ~lv , -3e u, j_ , , ,v~A z:  *~t r .  Tm"AvA ' IA  v} 
+ gt '{ya x r~ktd'ly~A,. -- 2e ~qO~Dqbzo-.  TktA '3 
+ ~A[kEIa, ,S ' ]A " + ½O'abe,~t3~'D~A']z{kO-~bat} 
+ e ,m,~,  Tabkt( 2 T~b.oA m + ZabmnAp ) + (h. c.; traceless), 
6oe,, ~ = g 'Y ,O , ,  +h.c. ,  
8o~b f = 2~, .e  ' - tr . T "  y ,e ,  - e °gt gl~b~,kAi , 
1--1 
8ob,.  = ~e ~b~,, +h.c., 
8o Vg ,  I = ~t (~. !  + ek%~Xtk l  - -  1EtkE lkmnem~lt tn  - -  1Etk~l r .Ak  
1 tk lm - 1 - t  
+ ~e ego" Toy .Am + ~e~ae yg~Dqb~A,  
1 tklp -m - n 
-~e  e~,..pe "y~b.kAly~A -(h.c.;  traceless), 
where e' is the transformation parameter of O supersymmetry. Under S-super- 
symmetry transformations with parameter r/' the fields transform as follows: 
8s¢'~ = O, 
3sA,  = O,  
8sE,, = ¢l,Al) , 
8STab,t 1 t l k l -  - -  = - -  ~E ~kO'abY l l ,  
8sXt lk  = 0""  T t l~k  + lt~[tkOr ,-~l]l 1 tllmr-~ • ~ tit - ~e te.ktrlm 
8sD"kt = 0,  
3se,.~ = 0 ,  
8sO. '  = -y , .~ '  , 
8sb~ = - ~d~,'n, + h.c., 
V I = -- t 1 ~ -- k 8s , ,  -(tb,.rh-~3Ab ~, r/k)--h.c. 
As we have described in sect. 2, the fields to, °b, f~,~ and ~b,' are not independent but 
are determined by the curvature constraints (2.3)-(2.5). The explicit form and the 
corresponding transformation rules of these gauge fields have been obtained as part 
of the iterative procedure that led to eqs. (4.10)-(4.11). There is no need to modify 
the Q and S transformations of b,,; possible modifications correspond to field- 
dependent K transformations. The transformation rules of to. °b, f.~ and ¢,,' under Q 
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and S supersymmetry are as fol lows: 
- t  ab l  - t  ~ - l  I 8ow.  ab = --e or 0 . ,  +e y .Rab , (Q) -2e  Tab,l&. +h.c.,  
a 1 -  A 1 - A t 
8of .  = ae,R.a (S) + e,y.DbRba (Q) 
+ 2e,T ,b  Rbal (Q)  + b.c. + explicit ft, terms, 
l a ~ 1 
8c/~.  =-2 f .  Toe +or" T IkT~or"  TUek  -k (32 /g~orab- -Grab 'Y tx )  
x (l~ab'j (V )e '  - Da~Db~.e  ' + ¼(A' raDbA,  - h.c.)e ' (4.12) 
t l  ~ . • 
+o-. T D~ybej)+exphclt ~', terms, 
ab 7 t ab s~O, = tu, or rh + h.c . ,  
a 1 -  a l 1 -  ~ i 1 -  t I a 
s f .  = ~rhy ¢b. -a rhR,~ (Q) +~r/,or. T y 0N, +h.c . ,  
t t 1 __ 1 t lkl  - A .L 
The results (4.10)-(4.12) can now be used to construct he covariant curvatures of 
the superconformal theory. These curvatures differ from those of the SU(2, 2 [4) 
algebra, listed in table 2. The differences are given in table 5. To determine the 
transformation rules of the covariant curvatures is rather straightforward, and we 
give some of them below. 
801~,,b~d(M) 1- , r  f r~(S) - - l~(S) )cdt - '1 -  " " : = O'~d (R (S) - R (S)),~b, }- -  ~E  ~orab (~ 
+ ~e D (orobR~d, (0 )  + or J~b,  (0 ) )  + h.c. ,  
- - l~ab  I, IV I  )o rcd  E "4- (o rcdorab  = + ~or .w~)(R~, (  V )e  
- D~Dd~e ' + ¼(A'y~DaA~ + h.c.)e' + DT~d%~), 
t - i  ,a -k  l 
8QRab , (V )  = e Rabl (S) - e V[aDb]X kl + 2&X I k lTabk l  
+ 1T~b,l (2 e ~'~f tqb~D~A'  - glEtkA k ) 
1 ~klm - n ,~  
Af -~E E ")/[aor" l knor"  r l fYb]Am l r -~tk  -m~ n / , , - .~  - -~Z3 E lkmnE 1Kab ~1. )  
1 ,ktp - "  ~ - ~ (4.13) -~e  e~m.~e y~Rabk(Q)Aw~A 
1 - tk 1 tk l rn -  
+~e~yt~Dbl(E Ak) +~e ekDe~(or. TOyblA~) 
1 c t~-  
- ~e  e~y~,Db~(@~D@~A ) -  (h.c.; traceless),  
8s1~.~ a (M) 3 - ^ t -~n, (o ra~R~ (O)  ~ ' = + or~aR~b (O)) + h.c. 
1 
8sl~b'  (O) = 2(o" T"or.~ + ~or,,~or ' T"),71, 
'~s /~ ' , (V )  - '  ~ '~ '~ - - ~ ' tl R.b, (O) + e T~bfllkA,. = - 2~7or~bX kl 
- -~ 'q  orab(2e .B4  ) DdP A I - -E~kAk)  - (b .c . ;  t raee less )  . 
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TABLE 5 
Extensmn of the SU(2, 214) curvatures to the fully covanant curvatures of N = 4 conformal supergrawty 
I~.~'~(P)- R~.~'*(P) = O, 
1~.~ "b (M) - R .~ "b (M) = - ~O[.,v~]t~,, b' (O ) + 0~, T,,b"O~ + h.c., 
t~.~(D) -  R .~(D)  = O, 
^ a a 1 - A t 1 - ~1 a R~.~ (K) -R~.~ (K)=-g~be. ,Ra~ l (Q) - l~[ . , t r '  T 3' t9~], 
- t~E~., T~]b"/~b,, I (Q) + h.c + explicit t~,. 2 terms, 
^ I I 1 11 1 I l k l  - R~,~ (S)-R~,~ (S) = -~yb,o-.  T &~l, -~e  &t~,~AtO~], 
+ ½(ly[~, o'~b - o'"~Yt,,)(/~,,b', ( V)O~' - D,,~Db~,~qt~] ' 
+ ¼(A'y,DbA, - h.c )0~?' + tr. T"D-~ybO~],) 
+ ½tr. T~kyt,tr. T '~a  k + explicit ~b,, z terms, 
t I 1 - -  k l 1 *k - m n R~. , (V) -R~.~(V)  = -~[~.  Y~IX ~, +~E e,~m.t~ O~ 
1 Ik  - 1 l k l rn r  
+~E ~b[u4T~,]Ak-ge ~[.k o" Toyv]Am 
- ~e~t~t, , 'y~]~'D~°A~ + ae °'~'te~,m,,,t~"y~'O~ty,,A" - (h.c ; traceless) 
The previous results also enable one to determine the complete form of the 
Bianchi identities (2.6)-(2.18). It turns out that most of them remain valid without 
further modifications. We find that only (2.10), (2.13) and (2.18) have extra 
non-linear terms. For instance, the complete version of eq. (2.13) takes the form 
=ge ZlrnT O r" T l l l~abk(Q) - - (h .c . ;  traceless). (4.14) 
Finally we present the main commutators of the superconformal algebra. The 
commutator of two S-supersymmetry transformations till coincides with the cor- 
responding commutator of the SU(2, 214) algebra. However, the commutator of two 
Q transformations, and of a Q and an S transformation have modifications in the 
form of field-dependent symmetry transformations. The results are given by 
[ao(~x), ~o(e2)]  = 8~ °v (~") + 8M(e ab) + ao(e3') + 8s(n') 
! 
+ 8su(4)(A j) + tSu(1)(A) + 8K (Ara), (4.15) 
with 6~ v a covariant general coordinate transformation [27], and with the 
parameters of the transformations on the right-hand side of (4.15) equal to 
~" = 2g l 'y .e2 ,  + h.c., 
e "b = 491'e21Tab,l +h.c . ,  
e3 t = ~ qk l~ lkE21A I , 
t 1 t 1 - k tl ~ t l lmo.  • 
71 = - -2e lkeE  x gt -- g(e2 y~el l  +h .c . ) (yax  k "t- Tk,,~yaAl) 
1 . . . .  t + h.c.)y, (E'kAk -- 2e ~°cI)~D~oA~) - - i~(e2  yae11 - -8  le2 yae l l  
1 l l k l -  1 -  [t I ]  k +~e e~ke21DA~+ge2 el (E~kA +2e,~ocb'~Dqb°A~), (4.16) 
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- - t  A '1 = ~r~tk 8ktmle2- Ig 1 m +l (~2kyae l l  + h.c.)A TaAk 
- ¼(~2ky~e 1 k + h.c.)A'y~A, 
1 - t - -k  
- ~(e2 y~,e t~ + h.o.)A 7aAk -- (h.c.; traceless), 
1 • - t ~1 j~k  ~ ", 
A = -~t  (e2 "Yae 11 + h.c.)(A'T~A, - o ,  Ta./lk), 
2-  I ~t t 8 -  tl 
A r ~ = ~e 2, ybe 1 R~b ~ (V)  + ~e 2,e l ~Db T~b 
1-  t abcd  z r~ ,,~ vt r.~ 
--~e2i'Ybel e [l-lctP l -~'a~ -¼(z l "ycOdAl -h .c . ) )  
+ EEtO r "  T lk 'yao  r "  T t le l  k + h.c .  
Furthermore we have 
8M(e )+SS(r/2 )+Ssu(4)(A ' l )+SK(A~:a) ,  (4.17) [So(e) ,  8s(n)]  = 8D(Ao)  + ,,b , 
with the following transformation parameters: 
Ao = -~,e '  +h.c. ,  
ab 2 ~,o'abe' + h.c., 
A 1 = -ze  7/j -v~o ~e T/k --n.c.,  (4.18) 
t 1 t l k l  - 
712 --~ --'~E 71k Yae] yaAl  , 
AK a 1 -- t I = ~rl,o'" T y~e~ + h.c. 
5. N = 2 conformal supergravity 
Certain aspects of the superconformal theory as described in sects. 2 and 3 can be 
illuminated by a detailed look at the N- -2  theory. The multiplet of the N = 2 
superconformal fields was obtained from the N = 2 Poincar~ theory in ref. [3]. For 
the lower-N theories it is often convenient to choose constraints on the SU(2, 2 [N) 
curvatures which differ from (2.3)-(2.5). For N = 2, these constraints can be chosen 
such that they are invariant under S supersymmetry. In that case, the constraints do 
not induce modifications in the S-supersymmetry transformations that follow from 
SU(2,212). This choice simplifies matters considerably, and we shall adhere to it 
throughout this section. The N = 2 constraints are 
R,,~ (P) = O, 
a A l 
.~ Ra~ (O)+½"r~x' = o ,  (5.1) 
^ ab  v 1.  ~ tl 3_ a 
R,~ (M)e  b -~tRt ,  a (A)+ 2Tab,lT, b -2e• D =0.  
In [3] the third constraint contained an arbitrary constant a, which we have chosen 
l equal to one. We have redefined the fields Tab '1, X', V , I  and A ,  by convenient 
multiplicative factors with respect o [3] and [17], and we have deleted the subscript 
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C on the fields X' and D. Through the Bianchi identities the constraints lead to 
further restrictions on the curvatures. These differ somewhat from (2.6)-(2.18) 
because of the choice of the constraints. We shall present and discuss these identities 
later on, when we have given the full non-linear theory. 
For N = 2, the Weyl multiplet of conformal supergravity is a chiral multiplet with 
external Lorentz and SU(2) indices. We can represent such a multiplet by a chiral 
superfield Wab", antiself-dual in its Lorentz indices and antisymmetric in its SU(2) 
indices. It has Weyl weight w = 1. This superfield, which we employ only to have a 
convenient notation for the components of chiral multiplets, can be expanded in 
powers of 0 as follows: 
, +~, . , .  n+l~koE,  B i1 -, i cd Wab (Z, O) = mab tl q'ab 2 ab k + 00rcdO Fab 
_~_1 ~k  ~l~rn t I 1 z ~m ~n\2 tl kl,,.~ 
~ek~V o'caV V O'caX~bme +~te , , ,v  trcdtJ ) e e C~bkt. (5.2) 
It is clear that this superfield is a truncation of the N = 4 superfield (3.5). The tensors 
appearing in (5.2) are all antiself-dual in their Lorentz indices (F,b ~d in both pairs of 
indices). The tensor-spinors Oab I and X~b~ are left-handed, while B~b'j is traceless. The 
superfield (5.2) is again a reduced superfield. It satisfies areality condition analogous 
to (3.4): 
l~,OrabDj Wab t! = (D,.O-abD , Wab' l )  * . (5.3) 
The condition (5.3) implies certain relations between the components of W. These 
relations are 
Cabtl = --(9[aOcmcb]n "4- eabefOeOcmcfll , 
c3aBaj I A- h.c. = 0,  
Fab  ab - -  h.c. = O, 
bc 1 ac 8~F~¢ - ~0bFa~ + h.c. = 0, (5.4) 
O~O~(Fb~  + F,¢ b~ - h.c.) = 0, 
tr . X '  + ~o" . ~ ~ =0,  
OaXac I ~- Oal~lac I . 
Note that the tensor-spinor X~b ~ with an upper SU(2) index is right-handed, and 
self-dual in its Lorentz indices. The relations (5.4) ensure that the reduced superfield 
(5.2) contains 24 + 24 independent fermionic and bosonic components, as does the 
Weyl multiplet. From the expansion (5.2) the transformation rules of the cor- 
responding chiral multiplet under rigid supersymmetry can be easily read off. 
The chiral multiplet (5.2) can be extended to a full superconformal multiplet. 
However, as we discussed in sect. 3, not all multiplets of rigid supersymmetry can be 
extended to the local theory. In this case, this forces us to identify Wab" with the 
components of the Weyl multiplet (or powers of the Weyl multiplet). In this identi- 
fication, the multiplet restriction (5.4) and the curvature constraints and Bianchi 
identities of SU(2,212) play a crucial role, as we have also explained in sect. 3. 
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The full superconformal transformations of the chiral multiplet are determined 
modulo field redefinitions. These transformation rules are relatively simple if we 
make the following choice for the components of Wab'1: 
Aab '1 = Tab '1 , 
Cad = l~od ( O ) , 
t A t 1 A l 
B,,o i = Rab 1 (V)  - ~e,,bcaRcd 1 (V) ,  
(5.5) 
FabCd 1 cd 1 cd 
= - ~(~,,b (M) -  ~8abef~?~ef (M)), 
](ab, l (~ab l (S )  1 - ~eabca~c~, (S) ) ,  
Cab,l = - ( DtaD c Tcb l,, - e abeeD eD c T~t,, ) . 
On the right-hand side of (5.5) we have the curvatures of the complete N = 2 
superconformal theory, as presented in [3]. The curvatures Y~, ,Sa(M) and ~,,b, (S)  
contain non-linear modifications: 
~jd(M)  = l~,,b~a(M) + Tao,,T~d" + Tab"T~d,,, (5.6) 
9~b1(S) = l~ao,(S) +~Yt~DblX,  + T,b, kX k • (5.7) 
The complete transformation rules of the components of the Weyl multiplet can be 
readily obtained from ref. [3]. We have the following Q- and S-supersymmetry 
transformations: 
8Tab" = gt' l~b']( Q ) , 
61~b' (O)  = -2DTab%,  + (l~ab', ( V )  - dual)e' 
1 cd 1 cd t tl 
- ~(9~b (M)  - ~e~bqYgef (M))0-~de + 20' '  T 0"abrlj, 
A t 
= 2e jDRab (Q)  - e (~abl (S)  -dua l )  8 (Rab 1 (V)  - dual) _ A , _ ,  
+ 2~ (/~ 'ab(O) + 0-~bX') -- (trace), 
¢~ab cd (M)  - " t 1 -1  = e, OcrcdRab (O) -~e O'~d~,~b,(S) 
- ~, (2O'abR '¢d(Q) + O'~dl~ '~b (Q)  + 0-~btrcdX') + h.c., 
(5.8) 
6 (Y~ab, (S) - dual) = -2De11~,,b j, (V )  + cr~dDY~ao ~d (M)e ,  
_4Dtc ,  D~T~bl,le I a _ ^1 -- ~X/ycR ab ( Q )Tce, 
+ 4(lycT~dlkDdTab Ik + T,,blky~DaT~alk -- TEaJkyb3DdT~dlk)e, 
- -  0 -cd~ab cd (M)  rh -- 2 ( l~ J ,  (V )  - 1~', ( V )  " 0-tr,,b ) r h 
+ i/~ (A)" 0-O'~brh + 30-~bDrh -- (dual), 
1-  - k 
6 (DE,,D~T~bl, 1 - dual) = ~ec,D~ab, l(S) - ekyt~Dc (X T~bl,~) 
__2gkY[a]~b]dk(Q)l~cTcd,l 1 -  + 5rlt,0"~bO'~d~dl?(S) -- (dual). 
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We see that only the Q-supersymmetry t ansformations of the high-0 components 
have developed non-linear terms [apart from (5.3), (5.4) and'covariantizations]. This 
is very similar to the chiral scalar superfield [17], and is due to the fact that for the 
low-0 components no modifications can be found which have the correct Weyl and 
chiral weights. For the higher components such modifications are possible, and they 
appear for instance in the transformation rule for ~(S) .  Note however that the 
S-supersymmetry transformations remain linear in the components of the Weyl 
multiplet, in accordance with the choice of the constraints. 
Since certain transformation properties have nonlinear modifications, we expect 
such modifications in the Bianchi identities as well. The following complete set of 
Bianchi identities hows that this is indeed the case (because of different constraints, 
the full Bianchi identities do not coincide with those discussed for N = 4): 
e ~b~aDv1~a(D) = e~*ca~ab*(M),  (5.9) 
e ~b~aD~l~a (A) = 0, (5.10) 
e ~b~dObt~', (V) = 0, (5.11) 
e~b~dDb~j r (M ) ~b~E, ~ tl 1- ~ ~ 1 -~ = e Rb~ (K)+~X(rteX 6 rl+~(X yaR~r~(Q) 
+ 2Db ( T~b,iT,/') - h.c.) , 
A 7~ 1--1 1 t 
2X  ~/aOcRce ,  (Q) - i~Rae (Q)Dx,  - h.c . ,  
1 abcd ~ t ~ r~ 1 t 
~e "Yb.~t~d  ) + ~O'~bDbx ,
ybCr ' T "~b~(S)  + 2DcT J  (t~ ( Q )ab, + 6abX~) 
e abCdDbl~j (K  ) = 





A t ~" z 1.  t ^ ~ A 
+{Rbc , (V )  - Rbc , (V )  - ~tS , (Rbc (A ) - Rbc (A))} rbR,c' (Q).  
(5.15) 
From eqs. (5.1) and (5.9)-(5.15) one can derive the complete non-linear equivalent 
of (5.4). These conditions can be compared with eqs. (2.6)-(2.18). We have (5.9) 
because of the constraint/~,a (p) = 0. From (5.12) it is possible to obtain/~ab c (K) in 
terms of ~b cd (M)  [the non-linear analogue of (2.11)]. The Bianchi identity (5.13) 
then gives a condition with two covariant derivatives on ~ (M), which in the linear 
approximation reduces to (2.10). Eq. (5.15) has only non-linear terms on the 
right-hand side, and reduces to (2.18) on linearization. 
Let us now consider the N = 2 superconformal ction. We start with the obser- 
vation that the square of the Weyl multiplet, contracted over all indices, is a chiral 
scalar multiplet with Weyl weight w = 2. Such chiral multiplets were discussed in 
detail in ref. [17]. They are of particular interest, since the highest component, a
Lorentz scalar, has Weyl weight w = 4, and can therefore be used for the construction 
of an invariant action. The complete density formula was presented in [17]. We now 
apply this to the Weyl multiplet. Its square can be obtained from the product of two 
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superfields (5.2), i.e. 
W 2 = eo~cktWab ' lWab kl , (5.16) 
and the correspondence (5.5). The highest component of the chiral superfield W 2 
equals 
C = 8e  "ek lAabk lCab , l  4- 2Bab'lBab', + 8 (~ab',)(abt 4- 4FabCdFab cd . (5 .17)  
We can use (5.5), substitute the components of the Weyl multiplet into (5.16), (5.17), 
and apply the density formula of [17]. The complete N -- 2 superconformal ction is 
obtained from the real part of the resulting density. It is: 
e-1..~ = ~(l~ab (M)  + 2 Tac'lTbc,l)(l~ba (M) + 2 TbdktTaakt 
--  26[ak  3/e3/b~lldlTed] kl + 86akO'ab~l/elTae kl) 
_ (M I2_  - ,, (M)Oc,y~ycOb, T~b
ll +4D~T~b (DcTcb,, 1 -k  1 - k d -- ~ Tcd,lOb 3/c~O dk -- ~ Tcb,l~l[d 3 / ~[Ic!k )
1 - t p.vAp -- ! 
- : (X 3/b -261 ,1 • "/Tab 3/.)g~bX, - - ' ( l /e )e  ~,~,3/ ;c ,~ 
+ 3D2 + 1(/~ (V))2 _ ~(/~ (A))2 
+ 2(gab I (O)Yc + T~b'kt~k)(Ob,t~'l(V) - lo~,R~b'1(V)) 
-- A J{ -- I .  t 1 1. q 
- ~lJ,~ 3/bX, (Ra~ (A) - ~Rab (A)) - ~W't~,3/~3/uOb, T~ ] R~a (A) 
1 abcd A 1 -- t -- t -- I A l 
+~e {R,~b(M)(~c 3/dX,--O~Od,)+ 2~aOb,R~dl(V) 
i . - -  I ~ - -  II + ~tC& Ob,R~a (A) + 4&a,3/¢Obrl)~ Ted 
1 - - i  --1 - -  
4- 2( ~la O'ef(~bt )(  ~lc O 'e f~ dl ) - -  (~ at ( 3/bX, 4- 2Ob,  ) Ted"  
• T'14)   - %e, J )  
4- 6 j  3/elllbl ( 2(~c11~ed I ( Q ) 4- l ( ;c ,  3/e 3/dX1 ) 
- 6~'%0b, q~J~c,/(Q) - 26t,'3/eOa],&ll~J(Q)} 
1--1 I -  - t  I 3 -  -- k 6k  
4- 4~la O'abl~b XtXI  -~- ~la ~Jb (SXtOr abXl 4- 2Ot~ 3/c]Tb,,Xk + 3/Tab,iXk) 
+ T,,boTb~'l(C~kd/~ k + g~kO'a~Od k -- 2~pakO-acOa k) 
4(6, ,1 1-  ,, - • yT~, +~g,t~,3/~T,,]~ )~a~/)p.l +h.c. (5.18) 
To put the action in this form, we have substituted for the dependent field f,~ the 
solution of the third constraint of (5.1): 
f,, =½&o " (M) - ~tR~,,, (A) + ,1 Tub Tab,, -ke , ,a(D +I/~(M)) (5.19) 
Here R,~b(M) is equal to K,.. t :a)e ~, with f put equal to zero, but with its 
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covariantizations. Furthermore we have performed a partial integration to obtain the 
Rarita-Schwinger term for the field &~,,. This term, as well as several others, can be 
compared irectly with the N = 1 superconformal ction given in [1]. It is argued in 
[1] that the superconformal ction for N = 1 must be quadratic in the Poincar6 field 
equations, and indeed the N = 1 action explicitly satisfies this requirement. This 
property presumably holds also for N = 2, although its presence is not manifest in 
(5.18). However, (5.18) does vanish on the use of the Poincar6 field equations, and 
we expect the quadratic character of the action to become explicit after further 
algebraic manipulation. 
Finally, one can compare our result with the linearized form of the N = 2 
superconformal ction [2]. As in [2], we expect a term of the form 
1 - - ,  a f ;~  
-~X 3' ~X,  +h.c. (5.20) 
This term appears if we substitute for the dependent field &,,, the expression 
h~ - -  1 A. 1 1 hv  
d),, = 3' ~t , t~, l ,+~y o-" T, Fr~,tP/ +~%,(X,  - o-" T , ,~ .$  +4o" ~4t~,),  (5.21) 
which is the solution of the second constraint of (5.1). 
The results of this section can be extended to all N ~< 4. For this it would be useful 
to have a density formula, analogous to the one presented for N = 2 in [17], for N = 3 
and N = 4. There are no essential difficulties in completing this program. 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper we have presented conformal supergravity theories for N <~ 4. The 
complete non-linear transformation rules and the corresponding commutator 
algebra of the superconformal gauge transformations were constructed for N = 4. 
This was done in a formulation with SU(1, 1) × U(1) invariance. 
The next step in this program is the construction of the corresponding Poincar6 
supergravity theories. We expect hat these theories can be derived by means of a 
suitable gauge choice from conformal multiplets. Such a procedure has been applied 
successfully to N = 1 and N = 2 supergravity [4, 5, 28]. It requires knowledge of a 
variety of superconformal multiplets, which can be found by implementation f the 
superconformal gebra on representations of rigid supersymmetry. At present not 
much is known about N = 4 multiplets (for an example, see [29]) and this subject 
deserves further study. 
It is in principle straightforward to construct he complete actions of supercon- 
formal gravity for all N ~< 4. We have given the action for N = 2; its construction is
greatly facilitated by the fact that a rather complete multiplet calculus is known in this 
case [4, 5, 16, 17]. There seems no essential difficulty to extend all known results of 
N = 1 and N = 2 conformal supergravity othe case of N = 4. It remains an intriguing 
question whether conformal supergravity will exist for N > 4 in spite of the apparent 
difficulties mentioned in the introduction. 
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Appendix A 
THE N = 4 MULTIPLET OF CURRENTS 
We consider the abelian version of the N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory 
[19], which contains a gauge field V,, a quartet of Majorana spinors 0', taken with 
positive chirality, and a Lorentz scalar &,l, antisymmetric n SU(4) indices and 
subject o an SU(4)-covariant reality constraint: 
- -  1_ uk l~ 
(~ ' I  ~_  (~) , j ) *  - -  2E  ~Dk l .  (A.1) 
The field strength of V. is denoted by F.~, with self-dual components F~..--- 
~(F.~ +-~.~). We will use a chiral notation throughout. 
The fields transform under four independent supersymmetries with parameters e ': 
8 V,, = g'y~O, +h.c. ,  
6F~,~ = ~, t~r~,,~', (A.2) 
6d/ = -o r .  F -e '  - 2 i~& %1, 
6&,~ = igbO,]-  ie.ktgkt~ I .
These transformations are an invariance of the action corresponding tothe following 
lagrangian: 
= _ ¼(F~v)2 _ 1~,~,  _ l(o~,t~ o)(tg~b,,) " (A.3) 
Furthermore (A.3) is invariant under translations and chiral SU(4) transformations. 
Note that the transformations (A.2) do not allow for an extra chiral U(1) invariance. 
The invariances of (A.3) lead to corresponding Noether currents: the energy 
momentum tensor 0,~, the supersymmetry currents J~,, and the chiral SU(4) currents 
v i i .  They are obtained in the standard way: 
1 - 2 - - 17 ,  "~ ~ , l  
0,.~ = ~ {6,~(Fo,, ) -4F~,oF ,o  +h.c.}-~u 7(, ~)~u, + 6~,v(Oo& )(Op&,,) 
t I 1 U 
-a , ,o~)(4 ,  4,,1) 
(A.4) 
J~,, = -o-.  F-T~,~0, + 2i&,,'~,,t#' + 4io-,x O~ (&,,~') ,  
l t k~ - - I  - -  
v,, , = ,~ o ,,,~k, + 4, %A,1 -  ¼8',4, %,A,k  . 
Note that v~.'~ is antihermitian and traceless. 
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The currents are conserved if the fields satisfy the equations of motion cor- 
responding to the lagrangian (A.3). We have added some form-conserved 
improvement terms to 0~ and Jut such that these currents atisfy further algebraic 
identities. Therefore we have the following equations: 
0~,0~ = 0 ,  GJ~, = O, 
0~.~ = 0~.  , %. J . ,  = 0, (A.5) 
Or .  = 0 ,  3~V. '  1 = 0 .  
When we now apply supersymmetry transformations onthe currents (A.4), always 
using the field equations, we find a full supermultiplet of operators bilinear in the 
fields. In addition to the currents it contains the following quantities: 
C = (F~b)  2 , 
A, = i f ' F -G ,  
e,, = ¢/,¢,,,  
t~b" = O' t r~b01+ 2 i&  "F~b , (A.6) 
1 tiff in [ t  t l 
X qk  = ~Z ~Omnl f fk  T ~)gn l [ Im)  , 
d"k l  = ¢ "¢kl  -- ~8  E'kS'l d~ "~"4'm, .
Note that these quantities atisfy certain algebraic restrictions. The currents (A.4) 
and the operators (A.6) constitute the multiplet of currents [10, 11]. Taking into 
account the conditions (A.5) this supermultiplet contains 128+ 128 degrees of 
freedom. 
The supersymmetry transformations for the multiplet of currents are as follows: 
8c = 2g,~A', 
3A, = c*  e, + t~e,ke k _ tr.  t~k~e k ,  
- - -  2_, -k~ mn 
¢~ett = EoAI) + 31Emnk(z E 'OXI) , 
1 ~lkl- o r ~[,OrabAl]+2ie~lkt- ~ n 3tab '1 = -- ge ek'Y Orabdol -- en~OrabX kt,  
BX "k 3 ie ""~'tr a. . , . .  = " tkmen + ~le emken 
3 • [~ l ] __31~.4t l  l 
-- Zt3~ "v ke -~ ~,ou  kte - ( t race) ,  (A.7) 
4. -  t l 2 .  [t - h i ]  
8d 'k t=g le [kX  t] - -gt8 [kenX /]+h.c., 
~O~v = ~kor(~0AJ*,)k + h.c., 
1 k 
6J~,, = -y~0~,~e, - 2(yotr.x - ~cr~.xyo)Oxv o ,ek 
- -  (OrabOrta. A 1 k l  + gO'~aO'ab)E~k lmOXtab  I~ m , 
~DlZt l  - z  lo t  -k~ 8 . -k  ~ t = --e Jm +~o le d~k +~le  or~xoxX kl -n .c .  
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From the multiplet of currents one can straightforwardly construct a correspond- 
ing multiplet of fields. This is described in sect. 2, where we outline how the field 
representation for the N = 4 superconformal theory can be obtained in this way. The 
correspondence b tween most of these fields, listed in table 3, and the current 
multiplet components i  rather obvious. We should add that the energy-momentum 
tensor couples to the metric tensor g,~. The transformation properties of g,~ then 
determine the transformations of the vierbein field modulo possible Lorentz trans- 
formations. 
Appendix B 
INVARIANCE GROUPS OF SUPERMULTIPLETS 
The invariance groups of supermultiplets follow from the invariance of the 
supersymmetry algebra 
{ 0'~, (~  } =-2 iPc ,  t38" . (B.1) 
We disregard the possibility of central charges. The generators O are Majorana 
spinors 
O~ -1 , = C,~oOt3. (B.2) 
Choosing y-matrix conventions as in ref. [30] this implies 
Q4' = (QZl)t, Q2t = _(O,3 )*. (B.3) 
We now express the generators in terms of operators q± and their hermitian 
conjugates, which are eigenstates of the chirality operator ys: 
t 1 t 
q+ =~(Ot -O3) ,  
, (B .4 )  
q-,  =~(Ol +O3) .  
Notice that we have assigned upper and lower chiral U(N) indices to the q's 
according to the chiral notation used throughout this paper. The hermitian con- 
jugates of the q's are written as 
q+, =-(q+')*, 
q- '  -_ (q_ , ) , .  (B .5 )  
In terms of the q's the supersymmetry algebra in a special choice of Lorentz frame 
takes the form 
massive case: p ,  = (0, O, O, iM) ,  
(B.6) 
{q+', q+,} = {q-', q_,} = M6 ' , ,  
massless case: p~, = (0, O, w, iw ) , 
{q_', q_,} = 2w6' , ,  (4.7) 
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with all other anticommutators vanishing. Note the manifest invariance of (B.6), 
(B.7) under chiral U(N). 
The subsequent discussion deals with massive representations. In this case the 
little group is formed by rotations, which are generated by the tr-matrices on all pairs 
p' = (q+', -q_') and/~, = (q_,, q+,). Notice that the two sets of pairs are related by 
hermitian conjugation, and that spin rotations commute with chiral U(N) trans- 
formations. 
We will now investigate whether there exists a larger group of linear trans- 
formations that leave the algebra (B.6) invariant, and that commute with spin 
rotations. Obviously the second requirement implies that such infinitesimal trans- 
formations can be described by a (2N) × (2N) matrix, which acts identically on the 
two (2N)-dimensional vectors .R1 and .R2 formed from the first and second entries of 
the pairs p' and i6, : 
RI = (q+l, q+2, , q+N 
. • • • , q-1 . . . .  , q - N ) ,  
2 (B.8) 
.R2 = (_q l -q -  , __q_N, q+l, q+N) , . . . . . .  , • 
The relation between .R1 and .R2 is expressed by 
R2 = - /281  t (B.9) 
where/2 is decomposed in N × N submatrices according to 
Since R 1 and ~R2 should transform equally under the desired transformations, whose 
infinitesimal form is 
8R =XR,  (R =R,  or .R2), (B.11) 
the relation between .R1 and .R2 implies that the matrix X satisfies the identity 
X/2 =/2X*.  (B. 12) 
In terms of .R1 and .R2 the supersymmetry algebra (B.6) has the form 
{81, 81} = {82, 82} = 0 ,  
(B.13) 
{gl, gz} =/2. 
Invariance of (B.13) under the transformations (B.11) requires 
X/2 4-/2X T = 0 .  (B.14) 
Combined with eq. (B.9) this implies that X is antihermitian 
X* = -X .  (B.15) 
Hence (B.14) and (B.15) show that the largest invariance group that leaves the 
supersymmetry algebra invariant and that commutes with spin rotations is the group 
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Sp(2N) .  F rom our  const ruct ion  it is obv ious  that  the  chiral  U (N)  g roup  is a subgroup  
of Sp(2N) .  The  U(N)  decompos i t ion  of the (2N) -d imens iona l  vectors  is 
2N =N+]V.  (B.16) 
The  invar iance  of the a lgebra  wil l  be val id for its representat ions .  There fore  states of 
mass ive  supermul t ip le ts  can be classif ied accord ing  to representat ions  of Sp(2N)  for 
every  g iven spin. Th is  proper ty ,  which  has first been  proven  by Fer rara  [24], is a 
useful  too l  in the const ruct ion  of  mass ive  supermul t ip le ts  w i thout  centra l  charges*.  
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